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In response to climate change nations across the globe have recognized the need for reducing their carbon emissions, and energy consumption.

Governments in the USA, Canada, China and Europe have jumped on the SMART Grid technology band-wagon, as a means of stimulating their depressed economies with green-tech jobs, by passing significant stimulus packages to subsidize utilities that are installing Wireless-enabled Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and SMART Utility Meters.

As deployment rates rise, into the tens of millions of units per year, it is now estimated that 5%-10% of SMART utility meters, with internal antennas, cannot be read remotely due to insufficient local wireless coverage, underground installations or their vandal proof metal enclosures.

Ironically in these cases utilities are forced to either continue reading the SMART meter manually, that defeats their ROI and carbon emission objectives, or they can install an external remotely located antenna to increase the radio signal strength at the meter site and enable remote network connectivity.

When a decision to use a remote external antenna is made by an installer, careful consideration must be given to electrical safety of the installation. In low-cost residential meter installations, often times the power supply to the radio modem, sometimes called a Network Interface Card (NIC) is not isolated, from high AC supply voltage. This installation scenario, for an external antenna, dictates the use of a device that can safely isolate the NIC radio frequency (RF) connection to the remote external antenna while enabling a low-loss RF connection with a high degree of RF coupling for the external antenna.

In this paper the authors investigate and present a patent pending novel micro-strip coupler structure that exhibits very low RF insertion loss (high coupling) while insuring high electrical isolation (>10kV) between the wireless Network Interface Card (NIC) RF connection and the external antenna.

The problem: Electric utilities desire a safe and efficient means (low loss) of routing an RF cable, from the NIC inside the utility meter to an external remote antenna, to boost the wireless signal at certain installation sites. Traditional means of RF coupling, such as an external flex antenna placed on the outside of the meter cover to loosely couple to the internal antenna, are "make-shift" in nature and highly inefficient resulting in typical coupling losses of -5dB to -6dB. Other proprietary forms of power isolator, that have been developed, use lumped element components (such as inductors and capacitors) that result in narrow band solutions that have inherent reliability issues.

The solution: A novel ultra wide-band RF coupler located integral to the cover of the utility meter (pictured in Fig. 1.1) or alternately a stand-alone RF component coupler located within the confines of the utility meter housing (pictured in Fig. 1.0).

What about safety? In addition to withstanding >10kV surges, via the power line, the RF coupler was designed to meet industry guidelines for creepage and clearance without comprising the RF performance.

The key RF Coupler features and benefits are:
- Ultra-low RF loss (-0.2dB typical) for efficient RF coupling which results in improved network connectivity.
- Very high electrical isolation (>10kV) for safety compliance and personnel protection.
Figure 2.0 shows the schematic of the RF coupler in the intended utility meter application illustrated in Fig 1.0. Here the RF Coupler resides within the confines of the meter enclosure effectively electrically isolating the common (high potential) power supply/RF ground and the RF signal path. Without the blocking feature of the RF coupler there exists the potential for the external antenna metalwork to sit at a high level risking electric shock to personnel touching external metalwork at the installation site.

**RF Coupler Structure and Performance Attributes**

Though the initial prototype was a handmade design whose performance attributes like the insertion loss were analyzed with RF measurements, more rigorous and comprehensive EM analysis with a similar approach is expensive or impossible and therefore the commercial 3D EM simulation software FEKO was used for the full-wave analysis of the coupler. Figure 3.0 shows the computer model used, in the FEKO EM software, to simulate the performance of the structure in the following illustrations.

The basic structure consists of two conductive center patches placed on top of each other on opposite sides of a dielectric printed circuit board (PCB), with an FR4 dielectric (Er~4.1), and dimensioned to be 50Ohms at the desired operating frequency. The patches are used to couple the RF signal path. The two outer conductor rings, formed around the patches on both sides of the PCB, are used to couple the ground plane. There is no physical connection between the conductors located on the top side and the conductors located on the bottom side. Various FR4 PCB thicknesses were evaluated. The dimensions of the structure take into account necessary creepage and clearance distances in order to achieve >10kV electrical isolation. Electrical isolation in excess of 20kV, without damage, has been demonstrated by actual measurements, the results are not shown here as they are outside the scope of this paper.

The ‘cropped corner’ features of the patch structure are there intentionally by design and serve to enhance and optimize the impedance match of the structure. The effects of the cropped corner, has been modeled, but the results are outside the scope of the paper so have not been presented here. It can be seen, by comparing Figure 4.0 and 4.1, that the simulated CAD model S21/isolation closely tracks that of the measured results for the prototype RF coupler. Similar results between simulated and measured VSWR were observed. The results have been excluded from this paper for brevity but demonstrated very broad-band and excellent performance (<1.3:1) from 500MHz through 2.5GHz, with the exception of a resonance, which is also present in the S21 response shown in Fig 4.1.

The present RF Coupler design has been shown to operate, with very low loss and excellent match, over nine-bands including; ISM 900MHz and ISM 2.45GHz (both suitable for mesh networked and Home Area Network applications) as well as public cellular bands (850/900/1800/1900/2100MHz), GPS L1 (1575MHz), and Iridium Satellite bands (1616MHz-1626MHz).
Figure 3.1 shows the test setup used to measure the actual insertion loss (S21) of the structure shown in Figure 4.1.

An analysis of the effect of the PCB thickness was performed using the FEKO EM software. This is illustrated by Figure 4.2. Since the structure closely resembles a parallel plate capacitor the distance between the coupled surfaces (determined by the PCB thickness) was shown, through simulation and building of various prototypes with different PCB thickness, that a larger dielectric gap (thicker PCB or meter cover) results in less coupling and more insertion loss (higher S21). By scaling the dimensions of the center patch and outer ring the RF Coupler can be made to operate at other frequencies beyond those that are presented in this paper.

By scaling the dimensions of the center patch and outer ring the RF Coupler can be made to operate at other frequencies beyond those that are presented in this paper.

Figure 3.1 shows the actual insertion loss (S21) of the RF Coupler structure with varying PCB thickness.

Figure 4.2 shows the simulated insertion loss (S21) of the RF Coupler structure with varying PCB thickness.

Figure 5.0 shows the comparison of simulated currents flowing in the top and bottom conducting surfaces of the structure at 915MHz. The current is increased where the concentration of arrows is denser. Also the green coloration are areas that represent a tighter coupling between the patch and ring pairs. Similar results were observed at 2.45GHz but these have been omitted for brevity.

Figure 5.0 shows the comparison of simulated currents flowing in the top and bottom conducting surfaces of the structure at 915MHz.

Figure 6.0 shows the near field currents on the surface of the RF coupler structure at varying stand-off distances from the surface. This demonstrates that the structure is very tightly coupled and has good immunity to radiated emissions, beyond a few millimeters from the surface of the device. This is an important RF property to help prevent unwanted or stray RF signals from inadvertently coupling into the RF system via this structure.

Figure 6.0 shows the comparison of near field surface currents at progressively larger stand-off distances above the conductor surface (1mm, 3mm & 5mm).
A Far field analysis was simulated (Fig 7.0) with the EMSS EM software. The results shown here validate that the coupler is a poor antenna/radiator (-30dBi peak radiation) by-design.

Conclusions, Ramifications and Further Work

The authors have shown through EM CAD simulation, using EMSS USA Inc. FEKO EM Software, as well as RF measurements of this novel RF coupler structure, that a low loss highly-coupled microstrip structure can be designed to produce a device capable of high amounts of electrical isolation (>21kV) while allowing a low loss RF path (<0.2dB) through the structure with a good match presented to the RF input and output (~ 50 Ohms) at radio frequencies. The example illustrated operates as a Nona band RF coupler (nine bands). The high band performance can be improved with a thinner dielectric PCB, as shown in Fig 4.2, or may be made to operate at higher or lower frequencies simply by re-scaling the structure dimensions for operation at the desired frequency.

Modification of the dielectric insulator from FR4 to higher dielectric materials, such as quartz or ceramic, are expected to yield a physically smaller component with equal or better RF performance than the prototype model presented here and arguably better electrical isolation.

As a result of this novel structure, electric utilities, and electric meter manufacturers, now have a means of safely connecting remote external antennas to their NIC within the utility electric meter while enhancing the radio system efficiency and RF performance compared with inefficient traditional means of coupling to the internal antenna in the meter.
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